USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10003.31

Host Sergio says:
Summary : The Artemis has successfully beamed her Captain aboard, after the little incident with the Shuttle. The planet has been stabilized, and she is free to go home... But how?

Host Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10003.31>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::Steps on to the bridge and looks  around before walking to his chair and looking at the CSO:::::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Report Jason.
CMO_Parker says:
:: still in sickbay ::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Standing to attention as the CO enters:: ALL: Captain on the bridge.... CO: Sir!
EO_Thompson says:
::still at bridge engineering console in charge of ME till the CEO is back::
Host CO_Bryant says:
ALL: As you were::: looking just a little hung over:::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Everything seems quiet for the moment.  The planet remains stable.
CNS_Sodak says:
::Looking over a PADD as he exits TL and arrives on bridge::
SO_Donovan says:
::at science station on the bridge::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: ships status Mr. MacMer?
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::looks over at the CSO, trying not to get impatient:::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Sir, ships system's basically fully repaired.  The crew is tired, but beginning to return to shifts.
EO_Thompson says:
::falls asleep on console after 3 days of no new work zzzzzzzzzzzzzz::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Very well prepare to break orbit.
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir, destination?
CNS_Sodak says:
::To self:: Part of me will miss this ship
XO_Senn says:
::leaves the brig and enters the TL:: TL: Bridge.
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Set course for the exact point where we entered this system when we came through the anomaly.
Host Kiithra says:
@COMM Artemis : Hello?
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir, we have that coordinate ready.
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM: Kiithra: yes?
XO_Senn says:
::enters the bridge and moves to her seat::
EO_Thompson says:
::wakes up after a quick cat nap::
Host Kiithra says:
@COMM : Artemis: Ah. Captain. I didn't think this was working...  wish to tell you all. On behalf of our planet... Thank you.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Steps over to engineering and nudges EO awake:: EO: Prepare engineering for warp.
Host Kiithra says:
@COMM: Artemis : And may your journey home be safe..
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Engage at full impulse :::watches the ensign at the helm to make sure he knows how to drive::::
EO_Thompson says:
CSO: yes Ma'ma
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM: Kiithra: Your welcome and farewell. Glad that we could help.
XO_Senn says:
::grins... MacMer is definitely not Ma'ma::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Steps the helm, pulls up coordinates for the FCO:: FCO: Ensign here are the coordinates.
CNS_Sodak says:
::Feels mind wandering again::
EO_Thompson ::starts up warp engine:: (Computer.wav)
CSO_MacMer says:
::Watching over ensigns shoulder, I sure wish Joe was here right now, but you gotta sleep sometime:: FCO: Take us there ensign.
EO_Thompson  (Accepted.wav)
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : The Ensign engages. ETA to coordinates... 10mins
EO_Thompson says:
CSO: we are at warp 5
XO_Senn says:
CO: Sir, if we have the time, later, I'd like to talk to you. About certain two officers...
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Maintain course and speed and let me know when we are about to intersect the co-ordinates.
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: Very well, in my ready room please?
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  It'll be just a few more minutes....
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION: THE EO's instruments where still somewhat damaged. The ship is actually traveling at Impulse
CSO_MacMer says:
::Watching the navigation display::  SO: Keep scans up around this area.  Make sure there are no surprises.
SO_Donovan says:
::scans for the distortion::
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: aye sir
XO_Senn says:
CO: Sure thing. After we... make it back home? ::not too much time left anyway before... they make it, or not::
CNS_Sodak says:
:;mind finally begins to focus again::
EO_Thompson says:
CSO: ready to go to warp
CSO_MacMer says:
EO: The Nav console is showing us at impulse.  You might want to check your systems...
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: I have the distortion on sensors. It seems to be growing the closer the ship gets.
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Noted.  Has it moved any?
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: checking sir
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Talking to the Ensign at the helm::: FCO: steer directly for the distortion
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: no sir. Its position is the same
Host CO_Bryant says:
<FCO> Aye Sir
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Thank you.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : 2 more minutes.. the Distortion is growing more, and more..
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Does it appear large enough for the entire ship to pass through?  Or that it WILL be large enough?
Host CO_Bryant says:
ALL: *this is the captain speaking brace for impact!
EO_Thompson says:
CSO: I checked my console it says it is ready to go to warp
XO_Senn says:
::moves to OPS and motions the officer in charge to stay where he is, she's just playing backup::
EO_Thompson says:
::bracing::
CMO_Parker says:
:: hears the captain and grabs hold of the chair ::
CNS_Sodak says:
::braces himself::
CSO_MacMer says:
EO Very good.  ::Bracing for impact while keeping an eye on the Nav console..::
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: yes sir. It's much bigger than the ship
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looks over at Donovan, smiles, nods:: SO: Brace yourself...
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: aye sir
SO_Donovan says:
::braces for impact::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::smiles at the XO:::: XO: here's hoping I'm right and we don't end up in another galaxy somewhere.
XO_Senn says:
::grabs the CPO's chair, looking ahead::
XO_Senn says:
CO: I was thinking the same, but trying not to actually calculate the probabilities... ::smiles back::
CNS_Sodak says:
CSO/SO: that was something
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION : 1minute.. The SO's getting some powerful readings. Too powerful, in his view
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Begin taking detailed readings, lets see if we can figure out exactly what it is that this anomaly does.
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir.
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: What are you getting?
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION: 30 secs
XO_Senn says:
ACTO: Get some rust torpedoes back in place, if we go back to the same place we might encounter that cloud again and I'd like us to be prepared.
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: I'm getting some powerful reading
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION: 15 secs
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Any modulations that might harm the ship?
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CEO* Chief, I want you to route power from the warp engines in to the shield grid and SIF and be ready to route it through the IDF if we need to.
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION : The Artemis rocks, as it hits the Distortion.
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: maintain course and speed till we are clear ensign
XO_Senn says:
::maintains her balance with effort::
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION : There's a lot of vibration... Not like the last time
Host CO_Bryant says:
<FCO> CO: aye sir
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION : Again.. That funny feeling of distortion overcomes the crew
EO_Thompson says:
::routes all warp power into the shield and SIF generators::
CMO_Parker says:
:: casually sits in his chair, but jumps to his feet, anticipating patients ::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Keeping a hold of something each step of the way, steps over to science to help the SO monitor the distortion::
XO_Senn says:
::happy she didn't eat in a long time, or she'd be seeing it again, and now that wouldn't look nice... mostly for her::
EO_Thompson says:
::prepares to also reroute to the IDF if needed::
CNS_Sodak says:
::feels oddly::
XO_Senn says:
::hopes it's the last time she feels it, it's not something like she'd like to grow used to::
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: Any damage Nayla?
EO_Thompson says:
CSO: I hate this funny feeling
CSO_MacMer says:
::The readings of the distortion make absolutely no sense.::  EO: We ALL hate this feeling!
XO_Senn says:
CO: Getting information deck by deck...
CMO_Parker says:
:: feels weird, and sits down again, dizzy ::
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION : The vibration subsides. The Artemis is back in Normal space. Just where they where supposed to be.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Sensors clear to normal readings.....::
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION : Communication with SF is re-established through all the normal (and existing) markers
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: Set course out of the system along the Romulans' plotted course and engage at maximum warp!
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Scan the area to make sure no one jumps us....
XO_Senn says:
CO: We made it through unscratched, sir.
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: aye sir
SO_Donovan says:
::runs an area scan::
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: encode and transmit a report to Starfleet about exactly what happened and advise that I am going after those Romulan pirates.
Host CO_Ghar says:
@COMM Artemis : This is Captain Ghar of the USS Richards.. Do you read?
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: Sir, I'm picking up a Fed. ship
XO_Senn says:
CO: Aye, sir ::moves back to her seat and gets the comm ready::
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Noted.
XO_Senn says:
<OPS> CO: The USS Richards is hailing us.
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM Richards: We read, go ahead, captain.
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: What class?
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION : According to readings, 3 days have passed since the Artemis entered the Distortion
EO_Thompson says:
CO: we can't you ordered me to reroute power from warp engines
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: where is she Jason?
Host CO_Ghar says:
@COMM Artemis : Captain Bryant, I suppose? You had us worried. Where were you the last couple of days?
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Pass the coordinates to the CO, and tactical while you're at it.
Host CO_Bryant says:
EO: Reroute power back to the engines.
XO_Senn says:
::looks at the Captain:: CO: The encoded transmission is ready to send ::doubtful now since the Richards is hailing them::
Cmdr_Johnson says:
@::Reading telemetry data ::
EO_Thompson says:
::rerouting power back to warp engines::
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: aye sir. It's a nebula class
EO_Thompson says:
CSO: we can go to warp now
CNS_Sodak says:
::composes himself::
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: See if you can match the readings up with our databases.
CSO_MacMer says:
EO: Noted, stand by on the Captain's order.
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM Richards:  I don't know that you would believe me if I told you Captain, you haven't happened to have seen a stray Romulan vessel around here anywhere have you?  I would really love to have a very long talk with her captain and crew.
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
@CO: Captain Ghar, order them to heave to, we have a Temporal matter according to this ::Frowns::
EO_Thompson says:
::standing by to go to warp::
XO_Senn says:
::bites her lip trying not to laugh in Bryant's face::
CNS_Sodak says:
::raises eyebrow::
Host CO_Ghar says:
@::hears the communication from Johnson:: COMM Artemis : Captain Bryant.. I would love to answer all your questions, but...
Host CO_Ghar says:
@COMM Artemis : We have an Issue here..
XO_Senn says:
::raises an eyebrow at Ghar::
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM Richards: And that would be?
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION : Johnson comes into view.. wearing a TI officer Garment
XO_Senn says:
::rolls her eyes and mutters:: All: And just in time, who would have said it?
Host CO_Ghar says:
COMM Artemis : You understand now?
Cmdr_Johnson says:
@::Steps up next to CO Ghar, his Temporal Investigations insignia in plain view ::
XO_Senn says:
::whispers:: CO: We could never prove we were not in the right time ::winks::
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM Richards: And just what can I do for the Chairborne commander this fine day?
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Tries his most winning smile even though he feels like screaming in frustration::::
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
@::Raises eyebrow :: COMM: Bryant : You deny you were just in the "Past" ?
CNS_Sodak says:
::seems annoyed and full of rage, but contains himself::
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM Richards: Excuse me.... and just who are you.... COMMANDER, and I don't remember denying or saying anything...
XO_Senn says:
::her lips form a perfectly outlined "o"::
Host CO_Ghar says:
@::frowns Somewhat at Bryant..::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looks up at main screen, noticing the strange uniforms....::
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
@Comm: CO: Captain Bryant, I am Commander Johnson, Office of Temporal Investigations, Under Admiral Savek
Host CO_Ghar says:
@COMM Artemis : Please Captain.. Don't make this worse than it already is.
XO_Senn says:
::stands by the Captain, her arms crossed, a neutral expression in her face::
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM Cmdr_Johnson: Very well Commander, if you would like to transport over and tell me just where we were, then I would be the happiest person alive since you seem to know more about it than I do.
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: I finished checking the data base. The ship is registered as does data downloads from Federation Central
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Ok.  Keep up the sensor checks of the general area.
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
@COMM: CO: Captain, myself and a fellow officer shall be aboard shortly in that case
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: aye sir
XO_Senn says:
::looks at the CO:: CO: Permission to welcome our guests at TR1, sir.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Straightening up, and now facing the main screen to watch the show...::
SO_Donovan says:
::keeps a continual area scan::
Host CO_Ghar says:
@::as Johnson exits the view of the screen, heading for the TL, Ghar approaches the screen. :: COMM Artemis : Wise Decision Captain. Richards out.
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM Cmdr_Johnson: I will await your arrival with the utmost anticipation...
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
@::Turns to CO Ghar :: we shall beam over to conduct our investigations, please stand by
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: They seem to be telling the truth, but I'm confused by all of this
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
@::heads to TL ::
Host CO_Ghar says:
@::turns back to Johnson and nods:: Very well.. ::signals his OPS officer to do as Jonhson states::
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: when they get here, take them to Hunter's Glen and tell them that I will be with them just as soon as I can find the time Nayla, then come back up here and tell me why my OPS officer isn't on duty and I don't seem to see my favorite Klingon, please?
XO_Senn says:
CO: Sure thing, sir ::looks down for a second, then back up to his eyes:: Off with me now...
FCO_Teasley says:
::arrives on bridge::
XO_Senn says:
::turns to the TL::
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
@::enters TR::
XO_Senn says:
TL: Transporter Room 1
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the helm::
XO_Senn says:
::the short ride ends and she steps onto a corridor, then into the TR, she relieves the Chief Transporter Officer on duty and takes the controls::
Host Cmdr_Johnson  (Transporter.wav)
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION : The Richards asks for permission to beam the TI officers onto the Artemis
CSO_MacMer says:
FCO: Good to see you.
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: You too
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
@::beamed over with the Cmdr::
XO_Senn says:
::coordinates with the TR Officer in the Richards for the beaming and transports the two officers::
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
::Materializes on the Artemis' Transport pad ::
CNS_Sodak says:
::To self:: Temporal Investigations...At this rate, I'll never get to Vulcan
XO_Senn says:
::watches the two officers materialize and takes a couple of steps to the transporter pad::
Host CO_Ghar says:
ACTION : With permission being granted, the Beam over takes place
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
::Offers hand to the XO ::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Shall we maintain station keeping on the Richards?
XO_Senn says:
Johnson, Jericho: Welcome to the USS Artemis. ::shakes Johnson's hand::
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
::stands behind the Cmdr, looking very stern::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: I don't think that we are going to catch any Romulans today, is the anomaly still there?
XO_Senn says:
Johnson, Jericho: Now if you will please follow me? ::doesn't wait for an answer and starts walking towards the TL::
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
::nods head at the XO::
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
::follows Senn::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: I think you're right.  ::looking down at the sensor sweeps display:: Sir, the anomaly is gone from the sensors..
XO_Senn says:
::waits for them to board the TL first, the stern looks go lost on her::
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
::follows close behind observing the crew::
FCO_Teasley says:
::assembles all the data collected from the other place::
XO_Senn says:
::TL doors swish close:: TL: Hunter's Glen.
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
XO: Cmdr Senn?  What can you tell us of this incident?
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: would you please compile all of the data in to a report and send it to the console in my ready room?  And when the XO gets back tell her to join me please.
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
::has a PADD ready to take notes::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye, sir!
XO_Senn says:
Johnson: I am afraid I was mostly concerned with some... err... internal problems most of the time, but I'll gladly rely on you all I know.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::gets up and heads for his ready room:::  CSO: you have the bridge #2
XO_Senn says:
::exits the TL and leads the two officers to the Hunter's Glen, winks at Bart::
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Pull up you sensor logs from prior to the first time anomaly.
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: aye sir
CSO_MacMer says:
FCO: Pull up your logs, including the star fixes you did, from the same time period.
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
XO: Please do ::Smiles:: I have heard of traffic headed this way concerning you
Host CO_Ghar says:
<Bart> : Waves, in his cheerful mood as always::
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: I'm sending you all the navigational records from the other place
CSO_MacMer says:
::Stepping over to OPS, starting to pull up the communication logs....::  SO/FCO: Thanks.
SO_Donovan says:
::pulls up the senior logs::
XO_Senn says:
Johnson: You do? ::startled:: Well... the Captain will be joining you shortly, I need to leave you here for a couple of minutes. I'll be back with him. Now if you will excuse me...
CSO_MacMer says:
::Comm logs complete, stepping over to tactical and pulls up the logs from there as well::
FCO_Teasley says:
::pulls up star charts and logs::
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
XO : A Pleasure
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: sir, do you want me to transfer the logs to directly to the RR?
CSO_MacMer says:
::After a moment's thought, includes a separate file for the bridge recordings..::
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: No, pass them to me, I consolidate them and forward them to the CO.
XO_Senn says:
Johnson: Same here ::smiles and leaves the lounge, knowing Bart will take good care of the two officers... and hopefully get them drunk as well::
XO_Senn says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge
FCO_Teasley says:
::sends all his data to the science section::
CNS_Sodak says:
::mind wanders yet again::
XO_Senn says:
::exits on the Bridge:: CSO: The Captain's in his RR?
Host K`Tracht says:
<Bart> ::Comes up to the table:: TIs : Name you poison, gentlemen?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Pulling together the different logs, compiling, but leaving bridge recordings as a separate log, the passing to the CO, looking up:: XO Ah, sorry ma'm didn't see you come in.  Yes, ma'm, and he would like you to join him.
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
Bart: A Large black coffee
XO_Senn says:
::already walking to chime the Captain's door:: CSO: Thanks Commander ::presses the chime::
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: Please tell him the logs are waiting for him....
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
Bart:   A Large Iced Tea
XO_Senn says:
::nods:: CSO: I will.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Starts reading through the sensor logs, selectively deleting some things and entering some of his own observations, making sure that it leaves a lot of grey area about whether or not they had actually traveled to the past::::
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
Jericho: Jericho, I presume you have read the flimsies?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking to FCO and SO:: FCO/SO: Good job, guys.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::looks up:::: Enter!
CSO_MacMer says:
FCO: Keep us in position to the Richards.  No need to drift into her.
Host K`Tracht says:
<Bart> ::goes prepare thee drinks::
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Keep up the scans.
SO_Donovan says:
CSO: aye sir
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
Johnson:  Yes some of it Sir, but not in great detail
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: Yes commander
XO_Senn says:
::enters and the door closes behind her:: CO: Cmdr MacMer says the reports are ready for you, sir. And our guests are in the lounge... they seemed much more civil than they behaved through the comm.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::smiles::: XO: well that's a good thing, so tell me what happened in my absence Commander?
CSO_MacMer says:
EO: Have your crews make sure nothing came apart while we went through that last distortion.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::continues to read through the report and "edit" while listening.
XO_Senn says:
::blushes:: CO: Reader's Digest version is... K'Tracht took a shuttle without authorization, kidnapped Hewitt, and engaged with him in a fight that could have very well ended with Hewitt's death.
CNS_Sodak says:
::wandering ceases::
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks for any more data::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::almost drops the PADD::::
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: what?
EO_Thompson says:
Damage control teams: start any necessary repairs and be quiet about it.
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: you're kidding?
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: What were they so exercised about?
XO_Senn says:
CO: And as far as Lt. Hewitt is concerned, he locked me on a Turbolift for several minutes... using some kind of breach in our security protocols I assume.
XO_Senn says:
CO: I'm not kidding... and...
CSO_MacMer says:
::After a quick pacing around the bridge, seeing everything well in hand, steps to command chair, sits down, and attempts to look calm and collected.... wondering what is going on....::
XO_Senn says:
CO: I'm afraid I was the reason of their fight. ::blushes, but holds his gaze::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Is really wondering whether he should bust out laughing or just throw them all out a lock::: XO: what did he lock you in a TL for?
Host K`Tracht says:
<Bart> ::comes back to the table with the drinks::
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
Johnson:  What is taking so long for the Captain to show himself?
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
Bart: Thank you
XO_Senn says:
CO: He wanted to... errr... ::wishes the deck would open and swallow her:: make me understand that he loves me.
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
Bart:  Thank you  ::takes the glass of iced tea::
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
Jericho ::Chuckles:: He is possibly trying even now to alter things
SO_Donovan says:
::ties into tactical and monitors it as well::
FCO_Teasley says:
::is still going through his records::
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
Johnson:  I don't doubt it, if they do any editing, I'll find it
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
Jericho: With these Flimsies we already have his records
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: actually I don't have the time for this right now, leave them where they are and I'll deal with it later.  You aren't to see either of them till I get to the bottom of this, understood?
XO_Senn says:
::nods:: CO: Aye, sir. The orders are for them to stay in the brig until you or I release them. I'll leave that decision to you.
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
Johnson:  True but I would like to see how much they edit out to try to save their miserable hides
Host CO_Bryant says:
*Cmdr_Johnson* would you and your cohort be so good as to join me in my ready room?
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
*CO* I need to talk to you, as soon as you can, please
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
*CO* On our way
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
::Rises and heads to the TL ::
XO_Senn says:
CO: And for the record... although we did suspect we might not be in the right time, we were never sure. It could have been an alternate reality for all we know.
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
::follows Johnson::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::nods at the XO:::  XO: very well take the bridge and make sure that our guest come right in when they get up here, I don't want them questioning the crew... that could just lead to way too much red tape... and just keep our opinions to ourselves, ok Nayla?
CNS_Sodak says:
CSO: Did anything happen while my mind wandered?
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
::rings chimes to the CO's RR ::
FCO_Teasley says:
::can't find any more data::
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
::stands next to Johnson::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::looks up::: Enter!
XO_Senn says:
CO: Acknowledged, sir. ::turns for the door, then turns back at him as the TI guys enter::
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: dismissed commander.
XO_Senn says:
::nods at them and exits the RR::
Host Cmdr_Johnson says:
::enters the RR:::  CO : A pleasure to meet you , I was told to hand you this dispatch soonest, I think it may concern your XO
Host CO_Bryant says:
Cmdr Johnson: have a seat, and you too commander.
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
::enters RR::
LtCmdr_Jericho says:
::sits down::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Stands as XO enters bridge, and looks to see if she is taking command of the bridge...::
XO_Senn says:
::wipes her brow from imaginary sweat and walks to her seat:: CSO: Report?
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Takes the dispatch and puts it on the desk:::: Cmdr: thank you, how can I help you gentlemen.
Host K`Tracht says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10003.31>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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